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Proposed Revision of the Conventional Method 
of Wave-Filter Design 

Pa ul 1. Selgin 

A modifica tion of t he convention a l "classical " method of elect ri cal fi lte r design is 
proposed. The chan ge co ns ists of t he use of ne w paramete rs, " freq uency numbers", whi ch 
permit the design to be made from specifi cation of peak and cut-off attenuation rather t han 
idealized cut-off freq uency, as in the co nventional method . 

The method is exte nded to co ver the dissipative, as well as t he nondissipati ve, or lossless 
case. Sui table design curves and tabulations are in cluded. 

1. Introduction 

The so-called conventional method of wave-filter 
design is not as powerful nor as flexible as more 
recent methods, based on the "lattice" form of filter 
section [11 ;1 nevertheless, it still has usefuln ess be
cause of its relative simplicity, and is, in fact, used 
by practically all designers of equipment to whom 
the solution of a :filter problem is an occasional 
necessity rather than a constant challenge. 

Because simplicity is the main virtue of the con
ventional approach, one is led to ask whether the 
ultimate of simplicity and effectiveness has been 
reached in this particular domain, or otherwise. 
Upon examining the qu estion, one find s that the 
conventional method , since its inception (Zobel's 
first paper on the subj ect 121 was published in 1923) 
has remained essentially unchanged , the attention 
of network specialists having been diverted, by the 
work of Cauer [31 and Bode [41 , to other methods 
of synthesis. 

The chief purpose of this paper is to makc the 
conventional image method better suited to the 
solution of practical filter problems, having regard 
to the form in which the design data must be formu
lated. In practice the cut-off frequency as such is 
not given, but minimum and maximum attenuations 
are given together with the respective frequency 
ranges (see fig . 7). The present design method is 
geared to this formulation of the problem and does 
not require assumptions regarding the cut-off fre
quency value. Also, the method permits the mini
mizing of reflection losses at the critical frequ encies 
by removing the arbitrary assumption that the 
"nominal" filter impedance must coincide with the 
load impedance. 

The method is further refined by suitably selecting 
the parameters that determine the values to be used 
in the elements of each filter section . In the classical 
method the cut-off frequency is one such parameter , 
the cut-off attenuation another. In the present ap
proach a single fun ction of frequ ency, the "frequency 
number," is used thl'oughout, and values of this 
function corresponding to the cu t-off and peak
attenuation frequencies are used as the design param
eters. 

1 Figures in brackets ind icate the literature re[erell ces at the end of th is pa pec. 

2. Basic Structures 

Space does not permit a full trcatment of all filter 
types in this article. We will, therefore, limit the 
discussion to the tlu ee most frequen tly used types: 
high-pass, low-pass, and symmetri cal band-pass. 

The basic "L" structure, or "half section," 10i' 

these tlu'eo classes is shown in fi gure 1, in two equiva
lent configurations, sldablo for the formation of "T" 
seotion and " 7r " seotions, respectively. The so-called 
"T-connoetcd" configUl'ation will bo given particular 
attention in the discllss ion. For each class is givon, 
along with the two altornative co nfigurations, the 
"frequency num bE'~' " that is, the function of fre
qu ency that should be used , instead of the frequency 
itself, in all computations concerning tho filter. 

3 . Dependence of the Transfer Constant on 
the Arms Ratio 

The ratio Z .. /Z p between the ser ies arm and shunt 
arm impedances of the L half section determines the 
attenuation and phaso shift characteri stics of the 
image-terminated Tor 7r section obt.ained by joining 
two such half sect ions. (Conventional fi lter theory 
is p redicated on the existonce of image-termina tion 
or " image match" [5] between the various sections 
and to the remainder of the system .) The complex 
number a+ j{3, where a is the attenuation in nepers, 
{3 the phase shift in radians, is, in general, the transfer 
constan t () of an image-connected 4-pole. According 
to this definition, () may be shown to equal the com
plex ratio of output to input voltage (o utpu t to 
input current) of the 4-pole [5, p. 30]. 

In the following, () will always be associated to a 
complete T or 7r sect ion (i t mak:os no difference 
which ), while Z " and Z p will be the values for the 
component half-sec tions. 

The relationship between ZS/ZJI and () is th e fol
lowing : 

or, expressing eO: 

Zs . 12 () 
-=S1n1 - , 
Zp 2 (1) 

(2) 
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These expressions and the corresponding fami lies of 
curves will be found in any standard textbook on 
filters [6].2 

The dependence of a and {3 on Z s!Z p, for Z" and Z p 
purely reactive, may be summarized in the diagram 
of figure 2, which is schematic and not su itable for 
purposes of evaluation. 

4 . Arms Ratio Expressions 

From what has been said it is apparent that the 
arms ratio Zo,IZ p determines the transmission charac
teristics of the filter section. At the moment we are 
inte rested only in the dissipation-less case ; however, 
since ultimately dissipation will llave to be con
sidered, it is convenient (in spite of the added alge
braic difficulty) to derive at the outset the arms ratio 
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FIGURE 3. 

for the case of dissipative structures, differing from 
those of figure 1 in that the pure inductances are 
replaced by physical coils of given dissipation factor 
d= R /wL, approximately constant over the operating 
range. The three classes of figure 1 will be con
sidered in turn. 

4 .1. High-pass 

Consider the first form (for T connection). The 
equivalent circuit , allowing for dissipation in the coil, 
is shown in figure 3. The arms ratio is: 

1 

jCw ( R' + jwL' + j~C,) 
- 1 

(3 ) 

At this point we discard w as the variable denoting 
frequency and use instead the frequency n1f,mber 
appropriate for this class of filters, t.hat is (fig . 1) 
the variable: 

1 
n= w2' (4) 

Equation 3 can be rewritten in terms of n by 
noting that for zero dissipation, the infinite attenua
t ion frequency is given by 

1 
11.=n"'=- 2 = L'C' 

w'" 
(5) 

and the lower cut-off frequency (Zs/Zp= - lor 11 =nJ 
by 

L'C (1 -::) 
1. 

These relations allow (3) to be written as 

n 'd l - - +J 
Z s (n n) n ", 
Z p = n ", - nc (1 - n:Y+czz' 

(6) 

(7 ) 
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Since th e dissipation factor d (reciprocal of the 
coil Q) is always a small numbcr, i t is permissible to 
neglect ([2 in the abo ve, provided we do not aLtemp t 
to use the r esulting cxpressions in the immediate 
neighborhood of the freq ueney of peak attenua tion, 
in which case th e denomina tor of (7) b ecomes in
finite if d2 is n eglected . This is no t a serious limi ta
tio n to th e design of dissipati.ve filt ers, since th e peak 
values of attenuation ar e never cr it ical, being far in 
excess of design limi ts . 

With this simplification, (7) goes into th e form: 

n n 

~s =n", - nC ( I + j d _1_) 
Z p 1 -~ 1-~ . 

n ", n", 

(8) 

The same expression goes for the second alternative 
form of . high-pass fil ter section , which is in dual 
rela tionship to the first (7). 

4 .2 . Low-Pass 

Again consider th e T connected form (fi g . 1). The 
eq u ivalent. circuit for dissipativ e co il s appears in 
figure 4. 

The arms ratio is: 

Z, j wL(I - .id) 
Z p - ( 1 ) . 

. iwL' I - jd- L'C'w2 

(9) 

Discarding w in favor of the frequency number n, as 
before, we let: 

(1 0) 

Again, in th e dissipation-less case we have 

2 1 
n",= w",= L'C' (11) 

and at cut-off: 
L 1 

so that (9) becomes 

(13) 

As in the high -pass case, we m ay n eglect d2 with 
the und erstanding tha t the r es ulting expre sions will 
not be accura te in th e n eighborhood of the peak 
attenua tion frequ ency. H en ce: 

n n 
zs_n", -nc(1- jd- 1- ) ----- n 
z n 1 - -

p 1- - n 
n ", '" 

(14) 

The eluallow-pass form , foJ' 7r connection, y ields the 
same valu e for Zs/Z p. 

4.3. Symmetrical Band-Pass 

The impeda nce of a series resonant arm, 

m ay convenien tly be wri tten 

Z = l'(d+ .iW ) (15) 
where 

(16) 

lijl=~- Wo 
Wo w 

1 
- 1=- --

L' 1- n", 
(1 2) Wo = .JLC 

nc 

Zp 

F I GU HE 4. 

Using this expression for the series combinations 
of the band-pass s tru cture (fig. 5), its arms ratio takes 
th e form : 

L R C 

~.....----, 
'----.y-,----' 

Loo 

ROO Zp 

T 
COO 

FIGURE 5. 
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Design requirements inherent to the band-pass filter 
impose a definite relationship upon the coefficients. 
This is best understood by examing the behavior of 
the function 7:s /7 p with frequency in the nondissipa
tive case. 

In the dissipation-less case, 

; s= O when W=O, at W= Wo = ~ 
p ~LC 

and 

ZZ s= (X) when W' orW"= O, at w~= ~ or w~= 
p ~L'C' 

1 . 1 / ' respectIve y. 
~L"C" 

In general, the band-pass structure yields two pass
bands. To make these contiguous, we must meet 
the "condition of congruence" [8] that r Wand 
l /r'W' + l /r"W" vanish at a common frequency. 
Since W= O at W= Wo we need 

1 1 

r'(W,o- W~)+ r"(w,o,_ w~) 
W oo Wo W oo Wo 

O. (18) 

If the filter is to have a symmetrical pass charac
teristic (on a logari thmic frequency scale), 

leading directly to 

" Wo W oo -,=-' Woo Wo 

r' = 1'''. 

(19) 

(20) 

If we add the condition that each series resonant 
arm has the same dissipation factor d, (17) simplifies 
to 

:;=?(d +jW{d+~W'+ d+~W"J (21) 

As before, the denominator is to be rationalized and 
d2 neglected , yielding 

Zs r W(W' + W"){ . [ W,2+ W,, 2 1]} 
zp = ? W'W" I + Jd W'W"(W' + W")-W . 

(22) 

We now define the frequency number for the sym
metrical band-pass case as 

n=(--"'-- WO)2 = W 2 Wo c..J 
(23) 

for a generic value of frequency; hence the value: 

noo =(w~ _~-7-)2 =(w~ _ w,o,) 
Wo W oo Wo W oo 

(24) 

for either frequency of peak attenuation, by (19) , and 
the value: 

(25) 

for either cut-off frequency (again because of sym
metry). 

Equation 22 may now be rewritten in terms of the 
above values of n in place of W , W' , W". By using 
the identities: 

{ 
W = .yn } 
W' + W"= Fn~noo+ 4 

W'W" = n - n 
W,2 + W,,2 = n:oo + 2(n+ n oo ) 

(26) 

we find: 

We have not yet imposed the condition that Zs/Zp 
must equal - 1 (for d= O) at the cut-off frequencies , 
corresponding to n=nc. There is no ambiguity on 
this point, because the other possible value that 
Zs/Zp might take at the cut-off frequencies , which 
is zero, actually occurs at the midband frequency, 
Wo, the cut-off frequency common to two pass-bands, 
which merge into one by virtue of the "congruence" 
condition. 

The cut-off relation is 

-1 =-.C nc ,l:n:+4, 
1" nc-noo 

(28) 

and the arms ratio becomes: 

5. Determination of the Section Numbers 
and of the Cut-Off Frequency 

The real part of the ratio Zs/Zp is independent of 
d and is given by the same expression for all three 
cases (8), (14), (29): 

(3 0) 

where n is the "frequency number" appropriate to 
each case in turn. 
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W e may now substitu te thi s valu e in eq 2 and 
thereby obtain expressions sui table for the construc
tion of universal sets of curves of attenuat ion and 
phase shift, valid for all the filLer sections sh own in 
figure 1. To avoid imaginary arguments, three di s
tinct cases (corresponding to the three ranges of fi g . 2) 
will b e considered: 

(1): 

a= O, {3 ~ 0 , 0>~~>- 1 , 
L \.. p 

(transmitted frequency range) j nc _ 1 
. X , . n 

{3 = 2 sm- I ~ X = 2 s1n- 1 ,~"'~- . 
7J n,_~ 

n n ", 

(3 1) 

(2): 

(3) : 

a=2 COSh - I /.1; '= 2 cosh - I 

'V X " 
(33) 

Note that in all cases n",>n ,. The valu e of a or 
{3 is seen to depend on two ratios, n ,/n and n,/n ", . 
For a given ratio n ,/n ", , a or {3 may be plotted against 
nt/no These plots may be used to select valu es of 
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th e ratio n ,/n "" which we will call the ection number 
and designate by N: 

N = _nc • 
n ", 

(34) 

If more than on e section is used in a filter , a dif
feren t value of N will gen erally be used for each sec
tion. As a rule th ere w ill be one sec tion having 
N = O (th e "prototype" of th e li terature) and one 
section having 0.6< N < 0.7: the latter is usually 
divid ed into two h alf sec tions which serve a termi
nations for th e fil ter. 

Another purpose of th e attenuation plots (fig. 6) 
is th e determination of th e cut-off frequency (or 
frequencies). This is generally treated as a known 
r equirem en t of the filter , but actually i t is not. 
What is r equired of a fil ter m ay be summarized in 
figure 7, which is drawn for the high -pass case. 
Two frequ encies and two valu es of attenuation are 
assigned : the pass band is ass igned by a " boundary" 
valu e of frequ ency, fa, and a valu e of permissi ble 
attenuation, a; the attenuation band , by a boundary 
frequ ency fb and a required attenuation, A . The 
th eoretical cut-off frequency generally lies some
wh ere between th e two boundaries. To determine 
its exact loca tion, th e sec tion number for the entire 
filter must be ten tatively establish ed . Suppose for 
example a three-section high-pass fil ter were to be 
based on th e r eq uiremen ts of figure 7. Let us 
tentatively make: 

N = O for section 1 

N = 0.5 for section 2 

N = 0.7 for sec tion 3 

Adding th e attenuations plotted on figure 6 for 
the a bove values of N over a range of values of 
n ,/n, we find that the over-all attenuation goe 
thro ugh th e value 55 db (th e value of Al r equired 
a ttenuation) when n,/n has th e valu e 0.74 . vVe may 

.5 .6 
.7 

I . 8 

' ~I 

.Pi'i(' I 

~ 

:s~ ~ 
~~ ~* .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 

FI GURE 6. Plot of a against nc/n fo r variOltS values of nc/n CD . 
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therefore impose the condition n = na for nc/n = O.74 , 
thus causing the attenuation to be exactly equal to 
A at the "boundary frequency" fa (fig. 7). H ence 
we write: 

nC= O.74 , 
na 

(3 6) 

from which recalling the equivalence n = l /w2 for 
high-p ass fil ters: 

1 1 
f c=f a /_=20.9 kc ; nC= (2 j)2 = 5.8 X IO - 6 (3 7) 

,,0.74 7r c 

The selection of the section number may be based 
on several criteria. If th e problem is given in the 
terms of figure 7, the design er will attempt to secure 
the n ecessary minimum attenuation A (in th e 
example 55 db ) with the least number of sections. 
Charts that permit th e automatic selection of th e 
optimum section number, and give at the same time 
the value nc/na, for filters of three sections or less, 
have been publish ed by th e writer [7] on th e basis 
of this criterion. 

Another possible consideration affecting th e selec
tion of the sec tion number is the phase-shift over the 
transmitted band. It m ay be desirable to have the 
phase shift vary as linearly as possible wi th th e 
frcqu ency, to eliminate phase distortion. Gener
ally speaking, a certain amount of "cut and try" 
is unavoidable when designing a fil ter by the con
ven tional m ethod. The labor involved may be 
minimized, however , by a favorable choice of param
eters , which justifies th e present treatment. 

6 . Determination of the Maximum Permis
sible Dissipation Factor 

Given the values of N = n c/n ", for th e differen t 
sections, we may now determine for each value of n 
(that is, for each frequ ency), Z,j1'-, p in the dissipative 
case (dr!' O) using one of the three equations (8), 
(14) and (29) (fig. 10 may conveniently b e used in 
place of eq. 29). From the values of Zs/Zp, using 
eq 2 or an appropriate chart (fig. 8), the true values 
of a and (3, may be obtained . 

It is not necessary, a s a rule , to obtain these values 
for more than one or two valu es of frequency. A 
ch eck on th e attenuation at the edge of the trans
mitted band (frequency f b, fig . 7) is usually sufficient, 
since this is the critical value: the attenuation due 
to losses is always less toward the cen ter of the pass
band (in the case of figure 7, toward infinite fre
quency) than at th e edges . 

As an illustration, let us determine the maximum 

T ABLE 1. Sample computation of dissipation factor . 
High·pass filter (fig . 7) : n,/n a= (fa/j,)'= 0.612 } 

n,/ lI a=0.74 (eq 36) 
0.612 

n,/1l,=n,/n, . n a/,1.,= -0.74 =0.828 

(38) 

I 
Section 1 Section 2 Section 3 Over-aIl 
--------------

Section number N=n,fn",-2 0 0.5 0. 7 

Ration ,/n",=~ .~=0.828N 
nco ne 0 0. 4 14 0. 58 

Z . 
R eal part of Z. for n=n,: 

U=n, /n ",-1I,/n, (eq 8) 
1-11,/11", 

- 0.828 -0.705 - 0.59 

I 

Assumi ng d=O .OI 

Imaginary part of ~ for n=?1 b: 

V= -d __ U_ (eq 8) 
1-11,/11", 

0.00828 0.012 0.01405 

Attenuation ". ri b: (from cbart. 0.2 0. 2, 0. 25 0. 7 
fi g. 8) 

Pbase sb ift fl . degrees (from 131 J1"4 96 341 
cbart. fi g. 8) 

Assuming d=0.02 

V 0.01656 0. 024 0.0281 

a 0.32 0. 46 0. 48 1. 26 

fl 131 114 95.5 340.5 

Assu ming d=0.0.5 

V 0. 0414 0.06 0.0702 

" 0.96 1.15 1. 20 3.3 1 

fl 130 113.5 95 339.5 

The over-all attenuation valu es t hus obtain ed fol' several 
values of d may now be plo tted to find , by interpol ation , t he 
value of d cons istent with t he maximum required attenuation 
at fb (3db) . This is carried out in figme 9, givin g as a result 
d = O.046 as the maximum allowable dissipation factor, corr e
sponding to a " Q" of about 22. 
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d 
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FIGU H E 9. I nter polation .for m~xi llmm dissipation .factor. 

allowable dissipa tion (minimum Q) for the fil teiOf 
figure 7, using th e values of N already selected . 

Equation 8 is used to find Zs/Z p (hence ex and {3) 
for each of th e three sections of the filter , at the 
boundary freque n c~r i b (fig. 7) and assuming for cl 
(dissipation factor) a series of arbitrary values. 
Then by interpolation (fi g. 9) one may arrive at a 
valu e of cl just low enough to secure the desired 
maAimum attenu ation a (fig . 7) a t i b' The transi
tion from Z./Z p, as computed from eq 8, to a and 
{3, is best accomplish ed b~r means of char ts , snch as 
tha t of figure 8 . In this char t , as in table 1, the 
no ta tion Z,/Z I'= U+ jV is used . Th e computation 
may be conveniently carrircl ou t in tabular form, 
as shown in table 1. 

Midseries and Midshunt Impedances 

Having determined the freq uencr numbers nc (for 
the fil ter ) and n ", (for eacbfil ter section ) as well as 
the m aximum allowable dissipation factor, th e de
signer still has th e prob lem of " image match ing" th e 
filter sections to each oth er and to the termin a tions 
between which the fil ter is to be iJl ser ted. vVe must, 
therefore, reexamine the basic fil ter s tru ct ures of 
figure 1 from the standpoint of their image imped
ances. 

In this discussion the L stru cture, or half-section, 
h as b een taken as the basic constit uen t of the filter . 
Such a s trllcture has two distinct image impedances: 
that is, those impedan ce values which , connected to 
the input and ou tpu t of th e L network, m atch , or 
simulate over the en tire frequ ency range, th e inpu t 
and output impedances of th e network, respectively 
(fig. 11) . In filter terminology, the ima(?c imped
ance on the side of the scries arm (to the lef t of fig. 
11) is called "mid -series impedance", 7-0.; th e 0 th er 
image impedance is th e "mid-shunt impedance", 20p. 
The essential difference between the two types of L 
structures shown in figure 1 under the h eadings "for 
connection in T" and " [or connection in 7["", is this: 
In th e first type, the miclser-ies impedance is inde
penden t of the resonant frequ ency of th e L-C arm, 
so th at, if such L structures are connected together 
into T sections, these can be designed to ma tch 
one ano ther a t all frequ encies in spite of having 
differ en t peak attenuation frequ encies. 

On th e other hand , the second type of L structure 
has midshunt impedance independen t of the L-C 
arm resonance, and must therefore be paired off 
into 7[" sections before assembling in to a matching 
fil ter. 
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Zs 

F IGURE 11. 

To avoid confusion, let us limit our discussion to 
the first , or T -connected, type of L structure. The 
midseries impedance of these will now be obtained, 
for the nondissipative case. 

The midsel'ies impedance is the characteristic im
pedance of the T (fig. 12). Accordingly, if 70c and 
}jsc are the open and shol' tcircui ted impedances of 
the T, respectively, we have for the mid-series 
impedance: 

(39) 

We have already obtained an expression for th e 
arms ratio in the nondissipative case, for all three 

IS 

FIGU R E 12. 

classes of filters: 

n n 

(30) 

We may now substitute this expreSSlOn into 39, 
obtaining: 

/nc _ 1-

Zos= Zs ~ _n_ .. 
~-1 
n ", 

(40) 

We must now differentiate between high-, low
and banel-pass filters. For the basic high-pass struc
tm e, we have (fig. 3 and eq 4): 

( 41 ) 
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and also (eq 6) 

hen ce combining 

Z os= - j ~Z· ~17c - l. 

Let us now define: 

(high-pass) IL' 
Ro= -y 0' 

and write the mid-ser'ies impedan ce in the form : 

Z os=- j Ro In_I. -y nc 

(42) 

(43 ) 

(44) 

( 45) 

A plot of Zos against the frequ ency number n is 
shown diagrammatically in flgure 13 . For n< 17 c 
(transmitted band) the rad ical must be ass igned the 
positive imaginal'Y vai ll e to fit the physical facts: 
then the m idsel'i es imped ance is a posi t ive r eal , with 
maximum valu e Ro for n = O, which corresponds in 
all cases to the zero phase-shift or "midband" fre-
quency. H ence Ro= L' /0 is th e midband impedance. 

It will be notfld that Zos docs not depend upon 
n "" h en ce is not affected by the peak attenua tion 
frequency. High-pass sections differing in the loca
tion of th e attenuation peak may therefore b e image 
"matched" to one another within the same filter , 
provided they share the sam e values of nc (cut-off 
frequency number ) and R o. The above plot applies 
to all three classes of filter s excep t for th e s ign of the 
imaginary part ; eq 45 also appli es, except th at Eo 
has different valu es in terms of the Cil'Cl1i t clemen ts. 
For low-pass filters (see fig. 4 and eq 40): 

/nc_ 1 

Z os= j 6JL ~ ~--, nc ---- 1 
n ", 

which can be wri tten 

which, if we let 

becomes 

Z . IL I-n 
0. = J -y 0 ' -y nc -1 , 

;-
r. . - n 
Z os= JRo , -- 1. nco 

(46) 

(47) 

(48) 

(49) 

In this case also the m idseries impedance b ecomes a 
posi tive real in Lhe range n < nc, provided we assign 
a negative imaginary valu e to the radi cal. Outside 
this frequency range th e impedance is a positive 
reactance, whose depend ence on n is the same as in 
the case of high-pass filters, except for sign (fig. 13) . 

Finally, for symmetrical band-pas8 fi lters (fi g. 5, 
eq 40) 

I 
I 

X~s.. _---
/-- -, LOW - PASS AND HIGH RANGE OF 

" ~ BAND - PASS 

n c 

\, HIGH PAS S AND LOW RANGE OF "" " r BAND-PASS 

...... _-

FIG U R E 13. 

(50) 

The mid series impedan ce will have Lb e same form 
as in th e high-pass and low-pass cases, provided : 

(51) 

in wh ich case: 

Eo, as before, is th e midband impedance. The mid
series impedance follows the plot of figure 13 for 
n>nc ; th e sign of n in eq 49 is posi tive if th e fr l:'
quency is above th e transmi tted band (Zas inductive), 
an d negative if below. 

In conclusion, we have found that in all three cases 
(high, low, and band-pass) the midsel'i es impedance 
is th e same function of Lh e frequ ency numbcr; in 
each case i t is, therefore, invarian t throughou t th e 
filter , whatever th e location of the attenuation peaks 
in th e individual sec Lions. This permi ts the filler to 
be image-connecLed throughou t; which is the assump
tion upon whi ch th e entire "conventional" filter 
theory is predicated . Of course, this is only tru e 
provided Eo, the midband impedance, and nc, the 
cu t-off frequency number, arc constan t throughout 
the fil ter. This is ensured by dctermining th ese two 
parameters first and selecting elemen t valu es so that 
eq 44, 48 and 51, for high , low and band-pass fil ters, 
respectively , are satisfied. 

W e have discussed tbe determination of nc but 
no t tha t of Ro. This is based on the terminating 
impedance of the fil ter . Always assuming that the 
"T-connected" type of structurc is used, and there
fore, that the midseries impedance is invariant from 
section to section , we could put together the filter 
(a three-section filLer , for example) as indicated in 
figure 14. Each L h alf-section is shown separate: in 
practice, ad joining arms are "lumped " togeth er. 

This arrangem.en t would offer to th e outside 
terminations the same impedance (the midseries im
pedance) that recurs at each internal junction. If 
the termin ations are equal resistances, which we 
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.. 
: ~ sect.3 : 

. . 
:~sect.3: seeU seet.2 

.& 

":" Z "; ZSI : ZS2 ~ Z , 
, s3 : ZSI ZS2 : 53 , 
, : : : 
, ZP3 ZPI Zp, : Zp, Zp, Zp~ 

LOAD 

$ : , , : 
: : 

FIGURE 15. 

assume to be the case, considerable "mismatching" 
would result, as indi cated by the plot of figure 13; 
the midseries impedance plot is actually an arc of 
circle within the transmitted range when frequency, 
rather than n , is taken as the abscissa. 

8. Terminating Half-sections 

A significant improvement may result if we connect 
the filter as shown in figure 15. One of the sections , 
suitably selected, is "split" into its component half
sections and these are used to "terminate" the fil ter. 
The filter now presents to its terminations (source 
and load) not the midseries, but the midshunt im
pedance of the terminating section. 

The frequency dependence of the m?:dshunt im
pedance must now be examined. This will show how 
the terminating section should be selected and how 
the parameter R~ , equal to the midband value of 
both the midshunt and the m idseries impedances, 
should be assigned with reference to the outside 
terminations. 

Zs Zs 

Zp 

FIGURE 16. 

The midsh un t impedance Zo p is the characteristic 
impedance of the 7r section of figure 16. ",Ve have, 
therefore: 

Zp (Z8)2Z 
Z8 Z08 '-'Os 

(52) 

1 .3 

-
---

!--
N~' 8\ 

1 

? ...----::: - 1 

~ ~ --N 5
\ 1\ .....eE --~\\ 1 

~ ~ t:==::: t=::: ~ 1\ \ ~ 

.2 

.0 

~ 8< ~ \\' \\ 
.55 ---' ~ ~ ~\ \\ \ .5------

.45-t:=---~ ~ \\\ .4 -

7 
Zop 

R;;-

~ ~~ 
11 

~ 

.1 

o 
o . 1 . 2 .3 .4 . 5 . 6 .7 .8 .9 .1.0 

FIGURE 17. P lots oj 7o pjRo against n ine. 

Using eq 30, 45, and 52, we may write: 

(53) 

The midshunt impedance, like the midseries, is 
real in the tran smissirHl range (n< ne) and takes th e 
value Ro at midband (n = O). Its frequcncy
dependence, however , may vary from section to 
section according to the value of n", . Plots of Zop 
against n ine in the transmitted band are givcn in 
figure 17. These show that for N = ne/n ",= 0.7, or 
thereabouts, Z op is substantially constant over a 
large part of the transmitted band. This is the 
value of N that should be used in designing the 
terminating section. 

9 . Determination of Ho 
The use of properly designed terminating sections 

reduces, but does not eliminate, reflection losses due 
to mismatehing at the terminations [1, p . 352ff]. 
These losses can be evaluated, but if the designer 
merely has to meet some such requirement as that 
shown in figure 7, this is not necessary. If the filt er 
is designed to match its terminations exactly at 
f = ,fb' at this faquency there will be no added loss 
due to mismatching. Above and below this fre
quency there may b e some added loss, but attenlla-
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tion falls off towfird midband morc rapidly 1han 
would be required to offset the increasing reiiection 
loss. 

The high-pass filt er previously chosen as example, 
a nd based upon the requirements of fi gure 7, in
cludes a section for whi ch N = 0.7 (section 3). 
Choosing this as the terminating ection, we go to 
tll(' plots of figure 17 . The abscissa corresponding 
to f = fb is (eq 38, table 1): 

nb = 0 .828 . 
ne 

H ence, in order to avoid mismatching, we must 
have, if R2, is the termina ting resistance: 

at th e point where the curve for N = 0.7 crosses the 
abscissa n/n e= O. 828. 

But a t this point : 

~:=0 . 9 85, 

h('nce, we must make: 

The difference betw('en the optimum value of Ro 
find that of RT is generally small, so that Ro is often 
taken equal to R T . Bu t this simplification is no t 
always permissible if aCC UnLey is desired. 

10. Computation of Filter Elements 

From the design parameters n e and R o, common to 
all the sections of a filter , and N = n eln"" var.ving 
from section to section, plus, in the case of SYTll

metrical band-pass fil ters, the midband angular fre
quency wo, all the fil ter elemen t values may be 
obtained by straigh tforward computation. Table 2 
gives the expressions for all elemen t values of the 
three "basic" s Lrllctmes of the" T-connected" type, 
in terms of the parameters used throughou t this 
discussion, and with reference to equations appearing 
elsewhere in the discussion. Because of the dual 
relationship bet ween " T-conneeted" "7l'-connected" 
filters , it is eas~r to obtain the equivalent 7l'-connected 
expressions: as always in tL dual circuit rela tionship , 
capacitance is replaced by inductance, resistance by 
conductance, series by parallel, and vice-versa 
[1, p. 246ff] . 

The so-called "pro totype" sections are considered 
here as limi t ing cases of th e "basic" section, for 
N = O. In high- and low-pass sections, the element 
values are obtained in this limi ting case by simply 
making N = O in the expressions for the basic sec tion. 
One of the elements drops ou t, as indi ca ted by the 
fact tha t the capacitor C' in tb e high-pass section 
becomes infini te and th e inductor L' in the low-pass 
section goes to ze)'o . In th e band-pass case, it is no t 

convenien t to let N go to zero , as indeterminate ex
pressions will resul t. Separate expressions for th e 
pro totype elemen ts, which can be obtained qui te 
s~mply by going back to basic considerations, arc 
glven. 

Finally, i t should be noted th a t the series arms of 
adjoining sections arc combined into a single arm of 
the assembled filter. Thus, the se ri es inductances 
add in the low-pass case and th e series capacitances 
go together according to th e usual rules in th e high
pass case. In banel-pass fil ters, i t is convenient to 
aeld together values of r= ,ILIC for adjoining sec
tions. This will give the value of r for the "com
bined" seri es arm. As for the resona nt frequency, 
this is the same for all seri es arms, hence also for 
their <:ombinations. 

11. Conclusion 

Comparison with conventional method. The princi
pal difference between th e method outlined here and 
the "class ical" method lies in the choice of the 
design parameters for the simply derived filt er 
section. In the classical method these are: f e, 
cu t-off frequ ency, and m deriva tion factor. In 
the modified method they are: n e, value of the 
frequ ency number a t cu t-off, and n "" value of the 
frequen cy number a t the frequency of peak a ttenu
ation. ~Why is this an advan tage? Becau e the 
frequency number l S that particula r variable that 
permi ts the use of a single function, or a single family 
of curves, to express the attenuation and phase-shift 
characterist ics of all filter sections (low, high , and 
band-pass) over the frequ ency spectrum. With the 
aid of these universal curves or the corresponding 
functions i t is simple to relate the design parameters, 
as used in the presen t method, with performan ce. 
If any other set of parameters is used, an in ter
mediate step is req uired. 

When using the classical method the designer is 
required to choose values of f e and m based upon his 
general knowledge of filter characteristics. ViThen 
the problem is an academi c one f e is usually given , 
bu t this is no t the case in practice, the requirements 
of th e filter being summarized in some form similar 
to figure 7. After f e and m have been selected, 
formulas are given for obtainingf"" the peak a ttenu
a tion frequency; on th e basis of this and fe the lil ter 
performance can be ch ecked, to see whether or no t 
the choice of .Ie and m was correct in the first place . 
Wi th the present method the choice of parameters 
and the verification of performance are one and the 
same. The parameters are selected by means of the 
universal charts, which show a ttenuation and phase
shift at the various frequencies. 

An additional improvemen t made possible by the 
presen t method is the computa tion of " minimum Q." 
The new parameters greatly simplify the analysis of 
dissipative filter sections. Formulas glven 111 classi
cal tex ts for the dissipative value of ZslZ p in the 
band-pass case, for example, are much more compli
ca ted than eq 29 and do not permit the drawing of a 
single family of curves as in figure 10. 
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TABLE 2. Compl11ation of element values 

H igh-pass 

• 11 C L 

c· 

1 
GIVEN: 

From eq 7, 11, 60: 

, _ 2_ nc ~
-

L - CRo- Ro 1- N 

C'=~= -Jnc(l - N) 
NL' NRo 

" T" SECTI ON: 

~C~r-
I:c' 

T • • 

Low-pass 

~L' 
i e. 

1 
GIVEN: 

From eq 15, 17,64: 

L' =~=_r=R~oN~= 
C'ne -In,( l - N) 

"T" SECT ION: 

e-1L~r 
!2

2C
' 

T • • 
" PHOTOTYPE" BAND-P ASS (N = O) 

~Q L C 

L c· 

U = Ro."Fn, 
wo 

C, = __ I __ 

Rowo-Jn, 

1' - /L_ Ro - Vc- ,rn. 

wo= ~ (gi ven) 
."ILC 

Symmetrical band-pass 

~~u L C 
'----v--' 

r,Wo 
L }r' L' }r" 

w' W oo 
c' 00 e" 00 

T T 

I 
GIVEN: 

R o, n e, N = ne , wo=_l _ 
n oo ..;r;c 

SEHIES A RM: from eq 67: 

1' = {f Ro / l - N -y C -y ne 

Wo = / 1 = lllid band a ng. freq. (given) 
",LC 

Compute 
~1' 1 

L=-, C= --
wo ~1'w' 

after adding l' values of adjoining arms 

SHUNT AHM: from eq 44: 

1" = r" = r n,~ 
nco- nc 

from eq 37: 

I 

L ' =!, 
W oo 

LI/ =~ 
" W oo 

C, __ l _ 
-'r'w~ 

C" 1 
= r"w" 00 

"T" SECTI ON: 
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